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ABSTRACT

Southern tribes after the fall of Reza Shah Pahlavi in Iran over the riots took place, some of the Bakhtaran Khans, ghashghaee Boyer took advantage of the situation. And returned to their areas. Including the Khans A. Bakhtaran Khan (Abu Khan Bakhtaran), respectively. To spread chaos in the country in solar 1941 came to the Bakhtar. And a rebellion and revolt in the year 1943 solar calendar. The second rebellion and war A. Khan Bakhtaran. The second half started in 1952 solar calendar. The first half ended in the year 1322 solar calendar.

INTRODUCTION

Abolghasem Khan Who?

Abolghasem Khan, Amir Khan Meacham the Bakhtaran Loft Ali son and grandson of Banja al-daughter and his son Imam Qulin Khan Bakhtaran patriarch Haj Mira Abdullah Heshmatollah Dawdle-Abbas Mira Shah descendent of that land and villages camera and Khomeini.

Abolghasem Khan in 1921 to version 1294 Hijri in solar was born in Tehran. Studied for several years in Tehran. The marriage produced two sons and a daughter named Slavish Khan and Khan, Cyrus was named Hours approach. Persian date Bahaman 1379 solar azimuth lady in the sixth Died in Paris. Lady grave in the cemetery of the famous Paris-Nonterre.

This epic verse confirms this claim:

Paper to write to lady azimuth
Buy gold bullets on the West to Dime
Abolghasem Khan Bakhtaran In the chaos the country after August 1941. Kashan was appointed as governor of the state. He suspect that the German government is biased, English pressure against the wishes of the people of Kashan. Six months after the dismissal of the governor of Kashan to Tehran was summoned.

After lots of stretch and bend Solar in 1945, Martez Qulin Khan, the governor of Khan Smarm Johan shah partnership with Kurd’s son. Bakhtaran had ever taken place between the two powers jointly patriach of the family patriach and Haji was divided. In 1946, following theorems solar movement in the south and now Martez Qulin Khan, Abolghasem Khan to help. And unwavering support of al-wide consistency. Ahsan shah Khan Samsun Bakhtaran Kurk In the governor was able to end the partnership. Unmatched and unrivaled field, But after Assad recently Manucheher khan second son of Haji Ali-Qulin Khan Bakhtaran family patriach. Abolghasem Khan was a partner in the governor's office and continued to work together until the end of 1336 solar, Abolghasem Khan, the governor was dismissed in the end of this year.

In 1946 Hijri. The government mobilized the army to Azerbaijan crisis. Abolghasem Khan, with an army of Bakhtaran territory of Azerbaijan participated in the suppression of the Democratic Party and Freedom, Solar in 1330 when the doctor Mossaddegh became prime minister. Abolghasem Bakhtaran Khan during their isolation ended. He was appointed by the governor general of Kurdistan. After 9 months of being in contact with the Russians, which was not proven dismissal. During 1331H the job offer, which he accepted on behalf of the government. After the collapse of his reign in the year 1321 Hijri and solar 1331Hjry. The tribe's actions and riots in the year 1943 Hijri. Son to the king by his brother Col. Timor Bakhtaran internees arrested and taken to Tehran. 29 Persian date Azar 1953 and was acquitted after trial. Timor the military. Could not disobey his superiors, who was king. He but one could comfort and Timor. In addition to the problems that existed between uncle and nephew. Note that if you destroy Colonel Bakhtaran Khan, He did not and has never been released.

Revolution:
Abolghasem Khan in the two steps to his resurrection. The stories that are different reasons and different motivations
1. Foreign intervention
2. Supporting the king against the government in the a time when the government was trying to undermine King
3. To restore the power of the patriarch of Hajj (such as Martez Qulin Khan Samsun power was in the hands)
4. Restore lost power Bakhtaran
5. Loss of public jobs
6. Power that is in all of Bakhtaran
7. Destroy the Bakhtaran Khans Shah to kill them and seize their property 1313Hjry solar and forced resettlement.

There are many Bakhtaran old Anglo-Iranian Oil Company. Bakhtaran is sharing. Towards the UK. But In the First World War and the Second World War, Most young readers and the majority of tribes, Tended to Germany.

Abolghasem Khan, when in 1941 was removed from the Governor's Office, Kashan. Some of the readers were left with buyer secret. Moving towards them. After the news of the departure Bakhtaran Khans. Ordered his arrest was issued. He right after visiting the village to start a riot three Khans and kantars wrote letters and asked for help. He informed them of his intentions. Solar 1320Hjry in the 27 March. Alone capture station.

And he was in possession of the three villages. In the March 1942 the garrison Lord Egan disarm. The revolt spread by someone named Colonel solar Alidade. Abolghasem Khan, who had a friendship. Meeting on General Zahedan Abolghasem Khan created. Meeting was conducted In the Persian date 1942 In the Round Grove. Abolghasem Khan hands out of the way and rebelled. Instead, as a representative of In the Army Corps and Bakhtaran back.

Abolghasem Khan, solar War II In the the second half of 1952, the first half ended in 1953. In the year between Bakhtaran Abolghasem Khan is known, some people believe that Britain and America have been stimulated. Because they were worried the oil nationalization movement. Sought to undermine Mossadegh. King Khan Fan was actually Abolghasem. But the king was apparently certified by Abolghasem Khan took to hating. When he ran in 1952 Hijri risen near in the chamber -ide among his fans stating, My motivation and pride of the people of this great movement of liberation Bakhtaran. We always said a noncommissioned illiterate barbarian rules. Bakhtaran in bondage and humiliation and poverty have kept the oil originated in the territory Bakhtaran.

Conclusions:
Abolghasem Khan Bakhtaran In the age 41 or 42 years old when he died on 15 Persian date 1956 solar In the Tehran. In the courtyard of the shrine of Shah Abdul Rey was buried. There is no such disease as the cause of his premature death is still vague. Some believe the courts were involved in the death. In fact, Abolghasem Khan Bakhtaran victim of conspiracy Britain and the king and his minister of Amir al-consistency was found Meacham hatred.
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